
Magnetic car holder with adhesive
SKU: TESUPMAGMGLUE

The car holder that holds your smartphone steady on the dashboard

MAGNETIC

This car holder is ideal for keeping your mobile phone in sight at all times. Inside the package you will find two magnetic
plates: one circular adhesive and one rectangular movable. Attach the circular one directly to your device or place the
rectangular plate inside the cover* or in the battery slot . Then simply move it closer to the holder which will attract it
and keep it stable. Following GPS directions or taking calls while driving will be very easy.

ADHESIVE

Attaching this accessory to your dashboard** is quick and easy thanks to the adhesive on the back. Remove the protective film
to start using it. It is also easy to detach, making it ideal for frequent car changes.

COMPACT

The extremely compact size allows you to carry it with you at all times.

*can be used with covers up to 1mm thick for optimal attachment

**do not attach to dashboards made of leather or delicate material.

KEY FEATURES:

attaches to the dashboard with adhesive



magnetic
comes with two magnetic plates to attach the phone
compact

INCLUDES:

car holder
two magnetic plates



Magnetic car holder with adhesive
SKU: TESUPMAGMGLUE

Technical data
Coupling: Adesivo  
Coupling mode: sticker attachment  
Material: ABS  
Dimensions: Diameter: 40 mm  
EAN: 8018417328855  
SKU: TESUPMAGMGLUE  
Weight: 20 g  

Logistics data
Depth Pack: 22 mm  
Width Pack: 90 mm  
Depth Inner: 210 mm  
Height Pack: 200 mm  
Weight Pack: 60 g  
Width Inner: 140 mm  
Amount Inner: 6  
Depth Master: 430 mm  
Height Inner: 90 mm  
Weight Inner: 455 g  
Width Master: 290 mm  
Amount Master: 48  
Height Master: 230 mm  
Weight Master: 4085 g  
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